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If You Liked The Fault in Our Stars, try these…
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Thwonk

Bauer, Joan

TEEN PB
BAUER J

A cupid doll comes to life and offers
romantic assistance to A.J., a teenage
photographer suffering from unrequited
love.

The Perks
of Being a
Wallflower

Chbosky, Stephen

TEEN PB
CHBOSKY S

Nick & Norah’s
Infinite Playlist

Cohn, Rachel
&
David Levithan

TEEN PB
COHN R

Something Like
Fate

Colasanti, Susane

TEEN PB
COLASANTI S

Love Letters to
the Dead

Dellaira, Ava

TEEN FIC
DELLAIRA

Perfect
Chemistry

Elkeles, Simone

TEEN PB
ELKELES S

A haunting coming of age novel told in a
series of letters to an unknown correspondent
reveals the life of Charlie, a freshman in high
school who is a wallflower, shy and
introspective, and very intelligent, it's a story
of what it's like to grow up in high school,
tracing a course through uncharted territory
in the world of first dates, family dramas and
new friends.
High school student Nick O'Leary, member
of a rock band, meets college-bound Norah
Silverberg and asks her to be his girlfriend
for five minutes in order to avoid his exsweetheart.

Lani and Jason, who is her best friend's
boyfriend, fall in love, causing Lani
tremendous anguish and guilt.

When Laurel starts writing letters to dead
people for a school assignment, she begins to
spill about her sister's mysterious death, her
mother's departure from the family, her new
friends, and her first love.

When wealthy, seemingly perfect Brittany
and Alex Fuentes, a gang member from the
other side of town, develop a relationship
after Alex discovers that Brittany is not
exactly who she seems to be, they must face
the disapproval of their schoolmates--and
others.

If I Stay

Forman, Gayle

TEEN FIC
FORMAN

To All the Boys
I’ve Loved
Before

Han, Jenny

TEEN FIC
HAN

Every Day

Levithan, David

TEEN NUTMEG
PB LEVITHAN D

Eleanor & Park

Rowell, Rainbow

TEEN PB
ROWELL R

Enthusiasm

Shulman, Polly

TEEN PB
SHULMAN P

This is What
Happy Looks
Like

Smith, Jennifer E.

TEEN PB
SMITH J

A Certain Slant
of Light

Whitcomb, Laura

TEEN PB
WHITCOMB L

While in a coma following an automobile
accident that killed her parents and younger
brother, seventeen-year-old Mia, a gifted
cellist, weighs whether to live with her grief
or join her family in death.
"Lara Jean writes love letters to all the
boys she has loved and then hides them in
a hatbox until one day those letters are
accidentally sent"-- Provided by publisher.
Every morning A wakes up in a different
person's body, in a different person's life,
learning over the years to never get too
attached, until he wakes up in the body of
Justin and falls in love with Justin's girlfriend
Rhiannon.
"Set over the course of one school year in
1986, this is the story of two star-crossed
misfits--smart enough to know that first
love almost never lasts, but brave and
desperate enough to try"-- Provided by
publisher.
Julie and Ashleigh, high school
sophomores and Jane Austen fans, seem to
fall for the same Mr. Darcy-like boy and
struggle to hide their true feelings from one
another while rehearsing for a school
musical.
"Perfect strangers Graham Larkin and Ellie
O'Neill meet online when Graham
accidentally sends Ellie an e-mail about his
pet pig, Wilbur. The two 17-year-olds
strike up an e-mail relationship from
opposite sides of the country and don't
even know each other's first names. What's
more, Ellie doesn't know Graham is a
famous actor, and Graham doesn't know
about the big secret in Ellie's family tree.
When the relationship goes from online to
in-person, they find out whether their
relationship can be the real thing"-Provided by publisher.
After benignly haunting a series of people for
130 years, Helen meets a teenage boy who
can see her and together they unlock the
mysteries of their pasts.
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